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Abstract
Major theory and research in organizational ecology are reviewed, with an
emphasison the organization and population levels of analysis and processes
of organizational foundings, mortality, and change. The main approach to
organizational foundings examinesthe roles of density dependenceand population dynamics. Six approaches to studying organizational mortality are
fitness set theory, liability of newness, density dependence, resource
partitioning, liability of smallness, and the effects of foundingconditions.
Researchon organizational changeis just beginningto appear in the literature.
The convergencebetweenecological and institutional research is discussed,
especially the role of legitimacy in population dynamics,and the effects of
institutional variables on vital rates. Somekey criticisms of organizational
ecology are addressed, and some suggestions for future research are proposed.
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INTRODUCTION
Organizational ecology focuses on the study of organizational diversity. Its
key concernsare to investigate howsocial conditions influence (a) the rates
creation of new organizational forms and neworganizations, (b) the rates
demise of organizational forms and organizations, and (c) the rates of change
in organizational forms. The emphasis is on the evolutionary dynamics of
processes influencing organizational diversity. And,in contrast to the predominanceof adaptation in the study of organizations, organization ecology
investigates the role of selection processes.
Althoughdifferences exist amongindividual researchers, one significant
premise underlies thinking in organizational ecology. Under specific conditions, processes of changein organizational populations parallel processes
of changein biotic populations. This similarity invites investigation of population biology ideas and models to see howthey illuminate organizational
processes of interest. Often, though, this is misunderstoodby critics as the use
of biological theory to explain organizational changeor the use of biological
metaphors to study organizations.
In its classical form, the principal tenet of organizational ecology can be
stated succinctly: once founded, organizations are subject to strong inertial
pressures, and alterations in organizational populations are largely due to
demographicprocesses of organizational foundings (births) and dissolutions
(deaths). Mostresearch in organizational ecologyhas dealt either with tests
the selectionist tenet or with demographicprocesses in organizational populations.
Althoughthe first substantive discussion of a selectionist approach to
organization-environmentrelations appeared in the AnnualReviewof Sociology over a decade ago (Aldrich & Pfeffer 1976), the only comprehensive
review of organizational ecology to appear here was more recent (Carroll
1984a). Following Hannan&Freeman(1977:933-34), Carroll distinguished
between three different levels of analysis in organizational ecology: the
organizational level, the population level, and the communitylevel. These
three levels of analysis are characterized respectively by developmental,
selection, and macroevolutionary approaches to study evolution. Carroll’s
review comprehensivelyplaced the developmentof organizational ecology in
a broader theoretical perspective, tracing its intellectual roots to human
ecology (Hawley1950, 1968), and building links with disparate fields like
urban sociology and business policy.
Since this first review, whenthe first fewempirical studies in organizational ecology had just begun to appear, research in organizational ecology has
blossomed. Someof the recent events that symbolized the comingof age of
organizational ecology are the publication of a key text, Organizational
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Ecology (Hannan&Freeman 1989), and two collections: Ecological Models
of Organization (Carroll 1988), and Organizational Evolution: NewDirections (Singh 1990).
Becauseresearch in organizational ecology nowconstitutes a large body of
work, our review is limited primarily to workthat has appeared since Carroll
(1984) and to the organization and population levels of analysis.
In this review, consistent with Hannah&Freeman(1989:7), we argue that
the evolution of populations of organizational forms can best be studied by
examining howsocial and environmental conditions influence the rates at
whichneworganizations are created, the rates at whichexisting organizations
die out, and the rates at which organizations change forms. The next three
sections of the paper review the current literature on foundings, disbandings,
and changes in organizational forms. The fourth section reviews the growing
convergencebetweenecological and institutional research. The fifth section
reviews and evaluates some of the main criticisms that have been leveled
against organizational ecology research. The final section concludes with
some significant unanswered questions and some speculations about what
new directions mayusefully be pursued.
ORGANIZATIONAL

FOUNDINGS

Compared
with the extensive literature on organizational mortality, there are
fewer studies of organizational foundings in the ecological literature. As
Delacroix &Carroll (1983) suggest, this maybe due in part to the conceptual
and methodological peculiarities of studying foundings. Since there is no
organization prior to founding, the population or environmentitself needs to
be treated as the level of analysis. Anotherdifficulty concernsdeterminingthe
specific point when a founding occurred and distinguishing between all
organizing attempts and those that successfully culminate in an operating
organization. Researchers usually do not treat organizing attempts as foundings, preferring to focus instead on creation of an operating entity that
acquires inputs and provides outputs (Delacroix &Carroll 1983) or its formal
incorporation (Tucker, Singh, & Meinhard, 1990), although sometheoretical
treatment of emergingorganizations does exist (Katz & Gartner 1988). Most
of the recent literature on organizational foundings has concentrated on
density dependenceand population dynamicsexplanations of foundings. This
section reviews the underlying theory and empirical evidence.
Density

Dependence

and Population

Dynamics

Delacroix &Carroll (1983) arguedthat the cyclical patterns of organizational
foundings over time that are tyoically observed may be explained by the
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effects of prior organizational foundings and failures on the availability of
resources. Thus, the disbanding of an existing organization maycreate freefloating resources which could be reassembled into new organizations. An
upperlimit exists to this positive effect of prior failures on current foundings,
however, since an even larger numberof deaths wouldsignal an environment
noxious to potential entrepreneurs, which wouldthereby discourage foundings. This effect wouldlead to a curvilinear relationship betweencurrent
foundings and prior failures. Similarly, the effect of prior foundings should
also be curvilinear. At first, prior foundings would encourage potential
entrepreneurs to create neworganizations by signalling a fertile niche. But as
the numberof foundings increases further, this imitation process wouldlead
to so manyfoundings that competition for resources woulddiscourage further
foundings.
Hannan’s(1986) synthesis of institutional and ecological ideas also dealt
with density dependenceof organizational founding rates. The early range of
density legitimates the organizational form itself and helps increase the
foundingrate. But as density increases further, the legitimacy process begins
to be dominatedby the competitive process, and this decreases the founding
rate. Like its influence on mortality rate, density has a nonmonotoniceffect
on foundingrate, except that the effect is first positive and then negative. And
this model can be extended to include competition between populations of
organizational forms, by modelingcross-population density effects (ttannan
& Freeman 1988a).
Wethink the evidence in support of the hypothesized nonmonotonicpattern
of density dependenceof foundingsis strong (see Table 1), particularly from
studies designed specifically to test the model (Carroll & Swaminathan
1989a, Hannan&Freeman1987). Of course, it is important to modeldensity
and population dynamics arguments together, because it seems that population dynamics effects are related to both density dynamics and changes in
density levels (Tucker et al 1988:151). Whenthe two are modeled together
there is someevidence that population dynamicseffects maybe weaker than
density dependenceeffects. It wouldbe useful to study the generalizability of
these results and to explore the causes for population differences, if any are
observed.

ORGANIZATIONAL MORTALITY
Wehave identified at least six different themes in howecologists have
approachedthe study of mortality--fitness set theory, the liability of newness, density dependence and population dynamics, resource partitioning
theory, the liability of smallness, and the impact of founding conditions on
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organizational mortality. This section reviews both theoretical argumentsand
empirical evidence for each of these approaches.
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Fitness

Set Theory

In an influential paper in which they persuasively argued the case for a
selection approach to organizations, Hannan&Freeman (1977) suggested
two broad starting points. The first was competition theory, which would
specify the process of optimization by which forms becomeisomorphic with
their environments. The second was niche-width theory, which specified
whether, and under what conditions, specialist or generalist strategies provided organizations with an evolutionary advantage. In carrying out an empirical test of these niche-width arguments, Freeman &Hannan(1983) also
elaborated and refined the theory. Building on work by Levins (1968)
bioecology, Freeman &Hannanfocussed on two features of environmental
variations--levels of environmentalvariability and grain. Whereasvariability
refers to the variance in environmentalfluctuations about their mean, grain
refers to the patchiness of these variations, with manysmall periodic variations being fine grained and a few large periodic variations being coarse
grained. Levels of variability and grain could vary independently of each
other. The predictions based on niche-width theory (for concavefitness sets,
in whichtypical environmentalfluctuations are large relative to the tolerances
of organizations for these fluctuations) were that in fine-grained environments, the specialist strategy wouldbe favored, i.e. specialist organizations
wouldhave a lower mortality rate regardless of the level of environmental
variability because they wouldride out brief tough times. Andin the case of
coarse-grained environments, a specialist strategy wouldbe favored for low
levels of environmentalvariability, but a generalist strategy wouldbe favored
for high levels of variability (Freeman&Hannan1983:1126-29). ~ In contrast, received organization theory predicts that generalismis favored only for
high levels of environmental variability, since diversified organizations
spread out their risk.
This question, though interesting and important, has not been researched
enough (see Table 2 for summarized empirical evidence). Although the
available data are in agreementwith fitness set theory predictions, particularly
the Freeman&Hannan
(1983) study designed specifically to test these ideas,
IHerriott(1987)commented
that in the caseof hightemporal
variabilityandcoarsegrain(and
a concave
fitness set), the predictionof fitnessset theoryshouldbe a polymorphic
population
whichis generalist, but is composed
of specialist forms.In their reply, Freeman
&Hannan
(1987b)pointedoutthat restaurants,contrastedwith,say, multinational
conglomerates,
are
simplerorganizations
in which
polymorphism
is unlikely,so, generalistsprevailoverspecialists
undertheseconditions.
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more studies are needed that explicitly contrast predictions from received
organization theory and fitness set theory in other populations. The question
of organizational polymorphsneeds particular attention.
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Liability

of Newness

In the investigation of regularities that underlie patterns of organizational
mortality, an influential and productive issue has been the liability of newness, the propensity of youngor new organizations to have higher failure
rates. Stinchcombe(1965) argued that this happensfor several reasons, some
internal to the organization and others external. Youngorganizations and the
individuals in themhave to learn new roles as social actors. A significant
amountof time and effort has to be expendedto coordinate these newroles for
the individual actors and in their mutual socialization. Andin dealing with
external clients, customers and other relevant actors, new organizations are
forced to competewith existing organizations that have well-established client
groups whoare familiar with the organization. The failure to attract business
awayfrom an established competitor is one of the key factors contributing to
failure of a neworganization.
A complementarytreatment of the liability of newnesscomes from Hannan
&Freeman’s(1984) elaboration of their earlier theoretical statement (Hannan
& Freeman1977). They argued that in modemsocieties organizational forms
that have high levels of reliability and accountability are favored by selection
processes. Reliability and accountability of organizational forms require that
the organizational structure be highly reproducible. Dueboth to processes of
internal learning, coordination, and socialization within the organization and
to external legitimation and development of webs of exchange, the
reproducibility of organization structure increases with age. Becausegreater
reproducibility of structure also leads to greater inertia, however,organizations becomeincreasingly inert with age. Andsince selection processes favor
organizations with inert structures, organizational mortality rates decrease
with age--the-liability of newness.
Even though the burden of the evidence supports the liability of newness
(see Table 2), we think two issues bear further examination. One--it seems
clear fromseveral studies that explicitly modelingcovariates can alter patterns
of age dependence. Methodologically, one alternative explanation to age
dependence of mortality is population heterogeneity (Tuma &Hannan1984,
Freemanet al 1983, Carroll 1983), and the findings may simply reflect
this--although Hannan(1988a) estimated models containing effects of unobserved heterogeneity and still found negative age dependence.Age can also
be seen as a surrogate for multiple underlying constructs that vary with age;
for example,specific survival related competenciesor external institutional
support. Thus, there is a need to model relevant covariates explicitly in
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multiple populations and to examinethe cumulative results of such studies.
Two--it also appears that population differences exist in age dependence
patterns. It is important to ask what factors distinguish populations with
monotoneand nonmonotoneage dependence patterns. The Levinthal &Fichman(1988) work(which is also a special case of unobservableheterogeneity)
shows howendowmentscan lead to nonmonotoneage dependence patterns.
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Resource Partitioning

Theory

Comparedwith Hannan& Freeman’s theory of the dynamics of niche width
(Hannan & Freeman 1977, Freeman &Hannan1983) in which they drew
uponinsights from fitness set theory, Carroll (1985) proposeda modelfor the
dynamics of niche width which applies to markets characterized by strong
economiesof scale. He asked whether it is better for an organization to be a
specialist or a generalist, given a high marketconcentration in the environment.
In a geographically dispersed market, with high, concentrated demandin
the core, and heterogeneouspockets of demandin the periphery, each organization attempts to capture the center of the market. This is true whenthere are
only a few organizations; but as the numberof organizations increases, large,
powerful generalists push other organizations from the center of the market.
Whengeneralists becomenumerous, someare pushed to the periphery, and
outcompete specialists for resources, based on their size. Thus, when the
numberof generalists in the marketincreases in a dispersed market, the life
chancesof specialists deteriorate vis-~i-vis generalists. But whena fewgeneralists dominate the core of the resource space--i.e, the concentration of
generalists is high--specialists can thrive on the periphery and outcompete
generalists. The process by whichthis happensis called resource partitioning,
because it makesspecialists and generalists appear to operate in distinct
resource spaces. Resourcepartitioning predicts that whenconcentration in the
generalist massmarketis high, the mortality rate of generalists increases and
the mortality rate of specialists decreases. The evidence seems to support
resource partitioning ideas (see Table 2). However,their generalizability and
competing theoretical views need further examination. For example,
illuminating the relationship betweenfitness set theory and resource partitioning and their relative contributions to mortality can bring about a better
understanding of form-environmentrelations.
Liability

of Smallness

Related to the discussion aboveof the liability of newness,another important
stream of research has addressed howorganizational size maysystematically
influence mortality rates. In their discussion of selection and inertia in organizational populations, Hannan&Freemansuggested that the level of structural
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inertia increases with size (11984, p. 158). Accordingto Hannan&Freeman,
since selection processes in modemsocieties are such that they favor organizations with greater structural inertia (i.e. inert organizations have lower
mortality rates) larger organizations must have lower mortality rates. This
propensity of smaller organizations to have higher mortality rates is knownas
the liability of smallness (Aldrich &Auster 1986, Freemanet al 1983).
Aldrich &Auster (1986) have suggested someof the reasons underlying the
liability of smallness. Smaller organizations have several disadvantages,
comparedwith large organizations. They have greater difficulty in raising
capital. Tax laws, in particular the favorable tax treatment of capital gains,
create incentives for small-firm owners to sell out to large firms, whose
borrowed
funds for acquisition purposes have tax-deductible interest. Gov
7
emmental regulations have more impact on small organizations as they
attempt to deal with city, county, state, and federal levels of government.
Finally, in competingwith large organizations for labor input, small organizations are at a major disadvantage, since they cannot offer the long-term
stability and internal labor markets that large organizations are thought to
have.
Althoughthe liability of smallness is an important substantive question in
its ownright, another significant reason it has been pursuedis one related to
the liability of newness. Most new organizations tend to be small. If small
organizations have higher death rates, as the liability of smallness suggests,
liabilities of newnessand smallness are confoundedand need to be separated
out. Thus, manystudies of liability of newnessalso focus on the liability of
smallness.
With few exceptions, there seems to be strong empirical support for the
liability of smallness (see Table 2). Extending the findings to other populations and formulating more complex models should help to establish the
results morefirmly.
Founding

Conditions

Althoughthe impact of founding conditions, whether organizational or environmental,on mortality rate has usually not been treated as a separate topic
for investigation--often it is appendedto discussion of liability of newness-wethink it has sufficient theoretical importanceto warrant separate treatment.
The key theoretical concern dates back to a paper by Stinchcombe(1965).
an influential paper that investigated links betweenorganizations and social
structure, Stinchcombeproposed a relationship betweenthe historical time at
whichan organization is created and the social structure in existence at the
time. Someof the features of the social environmentat the time of founding
influence (or imprint) the organizational processes that subsequently get
institutionalized and then resist alteration. Thus, someof the features acquired
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at founding are carried by organizations throughout their life cycles. A
systematic exploration of the impact of these conditions at founding informs
this broader theoretical concern.
Tucker et al (1989) suggested another important reason to study the influence of foundingconditions on mortality. Selection processes are knownto
operate on variations that exist in populations of organizations (Aldrich 1979,
Aldrich & Pfeffer 1976, Campbell 1969, McKelvey& Aldrich 1983). One
wayto reinterpret, for example, evidence on the liability of newness, or on
organizational form-environmentfit, is that both provide variations in populations of organizations; someof these enhancelife chances, whereasothers
do not. Thus, individual organizations in a population differ from one another
both by organizational age and by fit between form and environment. One
important implication of imprinting argumentsis that the behavior of contemporary organizations continues to be influenced by differences in founding
conditions, and these differences are another way in which organizations
differ from each other. In other words, differences in foundingconditions and
their impact on mortality rates are another wayin whichselection processes
operate in organizational populations.
Carroll &Hannan(1990) have suggested that density at founding may
increasethe mortalityrate for at least tworeasons. First, a liability of scarcity;
intense competition at foundingmeansneworganizations face stronger selection pressures. Surviving organizations cannot devote necessary resources to
formalizing structures and routines and this makesthem inferior competitors
at every age. Second, tight niche packing occurs because whendensity is
high, new entrants find themselves pushed to the margins of the resource
space, since they can’t competedirectly with established organizations. As
they adapt to the thinner resources at the margins, they also get committedto
persisting there, whichresults in higher mortality.
The evidence strongly suggests that variations in founding conditions are
systematically related to mortality rates, even after accountingfor, in some
studies, age dependence and environmental conditions (see Table 2). Some
issues useful to explore further are processes of imprinting in organizations
and the question of whether foundingconditions affect organizational foundings and mortality in similar or different ways.

Density Dependence and Population Dynamics
Hannan(1986) synthesized ideas from the institutional approach to organizations (Meyer & Rowan 1977, Meyer & Scott 1983, DiMaggio & Powell
1983) and organizational ecology (Hannan & Freeman 1977) in a novel
modelingframeworkto study howorganizational mortality and founding rates
are related to density, the numberof organizations in the population. Underlying the usual Lotka-Volterra modelof population growth from bioecology is
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the assumptionthat mortality rate increases approximatelylinearly with population size. In incorporating sociological mechanismsinto modelsof population growth, Hannanargued that population density captures both legitimation
and competitive forces. In the early stages of the development of a new
organizational form, growth in numberslegitimates the organizational form
itself, thereby decreasing the mortality rate. But as density continues to
increase, competitive pressures overwhelmthe legitimation effects, increasing mortality rates. Thus, mortality rate is related nonmonotonicallyto density, decreasinginitially and then rising again as density continuesto increase.
This model can also easily be extended to include competition between
populations by asking whether the mortality rate of one population increases
as the density of the other population increases through explicitly modeling
cross-population density effects. These arguments were presented in a more
formalized manner by Hannan&Freeman (1988a).
The evidence in favor of the Hannan(1986) modelof density dependence
strong (see Table 2), particularly the Hannah&Freeman(1988b) labor union
study and the Carroll &Swaminathan(1989a) brewery study, both designed
specifically to test the model.But we think the discrepant findings need to be
considered further.
One weaknessof density-dependence arguments has been that, implicitly,
each organization in the population is assumedto have an equivalent impact
on mortality rates, althoughsomestudies do control for total populationsize.
In contrast to density-dependenceargumentswhich relate density to mortality
rate, mass dependencearguments (a plausible alternative view) use a measure
of population mass, the density with each organization-weighted by its size
(for example, Barnett &Amburgey1990). Thus, larger organizations exert
more influence on the population in this model. However,the findings for
density from such models are very sensitive to the details of the model
specification (Barnett & Amburgey1990), suggesting that the covariates
needed for robust description of mass versus density dependenceare not yet
fully understood.
Carroll &Hannan(1989), in an attempt to reconcile the differences
results that various studies haveturned up, suggest that the studies that don’t
provide consistent evidence do not have data on the complete history of the
population, especially including the early period. Excludingthis early period
in the history is particularly problematicfor the facilitative legitimacy effect
in the density dependencemodelwhich occurs early on. Thus, the Tucker et
al (1988) study which examines a population of voluntary social service
organizations during 1970-1982,and the Delacroix et al (1989) study, which
lacks data on the California wine industry during the post-Prohibition years,
1934-1939,are both potentially subject to this problem.
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The Carroll & Hannahconjecture maynot explain all the inconsistent
results for density dependenceof mortality rates. Twocaveats cometo mind.
One is that studies of the telephone organization populations (Barnett
Carroll 1987, Barnett 1989, Barnett & Amburgey1990) do appear to have
somedata on the early history of the population, yet do not display the early
legitimacy-enhancing, mortality-reducing effects of density. Instead, the
effects are competitive. But it maystill be argued that data for the earliest
post-Bell patent period are unavailable here, except for Barnett (1989). The
Secondcaveat is that, although this explanation accounts for whythe negative
linear effect of density on mortality rate maynot be as predicted, it does not
explain whythe quadratic effect (density squared) also goes against predictions of the model(Tucker et al 1988, Carroll et al 1989). Wethink the
Carroll &Hannahexplanation maybe partly true, but it does not explain all of
the results. Analternative possibility is that there maybe systematic differences across populations in patterns of density dependenceof mortality areas.
For example, in some populations legitimacy may have a nonmonotonic
relationship with density, first increasing and then decreasing. It also seemsto
be the case that such modelsproducedensity results that are rather sensitive to
model specification (Barnett & Amburgey1990).

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
In this section we review the theoretical arguments and empirical evidence
that deal with questions of change in individual organizational forms. As we
had pointed out above, change in populations of organizational forms, the
central focus of organizational ecology, needs to be studied by the systematic
examinationof mortality rates of organizations, founding rates of organizations, and rates of organizational change (Hannan&Freeman1989:7). The
previous two sections of this paper demonstrated that compared with the
extensive literature on organizational mortality, few studies have dealt with
foundings. Evenless work has been done on rates of organizational change or
transformation (Aldrich & Marsden 1988:377). Most ecological thinking
maintainsthat the larger part of population changeoccurs through the population level demographicprocesses of organizational founding and mortality,
and change in individual organizations contributes considerably less to population change (Hannan&Freeman 1977, 1984).
Wethink there are at least three key reasons for this inattention to organizational change.First, ecological theorists haveargued persuasivelythat, due to
both internal structural arrangementsand external environmentalconstraints,
organizations are subject to strong inertial pressures whichseverely inhibit
organizational capacities to change (Hannan & Freeman 1977:930-33).
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This has been argued to be particularly true of core organizational features
such as the stated goals, forms of authority, core technology, and marketing
strategy of the organization (Hannan&Freeman1984:156). Second, ecological theorists argue for an explicit focus on populations of organizations
(Hannan&Freeman 1977, 1989, Staber & Aldrich 1989). As such, organizational level phenomenaare of only secondary interest. Third, empirical,
ecological studies tend to rely on data gathered from historical archives over
long periods of time. Even if the theory were to accommodatea specific
interest in organizational change, internal organizational data maytypically
be difficult to obtain. However,despite all of the above, there exist both
theoretical and empirical approaches to this question of organizational
change.

Inertia and Rates of OrganizationalChange
Hannan& Freeman (1984), building upon their earlier argument (1977),
hypothesized that somekinds of organizational changes occur frequently in
organizations, and sometimesthese may even be radical changes (1984, p.
149). But the nature of selection processes is such that organizations with
inert features are more likely to survive (p. 155). Andas they age, they
becomeprogressively more inert (p. 157).
Aldrich & Auster (1986:168-70) argued for li ability of aging in older
organizations, a process that severely limits the possibility of organizational
transformation, and that arises from a combinationof internal and external
factors. This liability of aging manifests itself in the reduced propensity of
older organizations to undergo changes or transformations. Amongthe internal factors, vested interests harden with age, because powerdistributions
get institutionalized, and organizations becomemore internally homogeneous
which lowers their sensitivity to external changes and, thereby, their propensities to change. The main extemal reason is that older organizations get
embeddedin their surroundings and develop exchange relationships that
curtail their autonomyand ability to change.
Singh, Tucker&Meinhard(1988) point out one difficulty with the liability
of aging argument, that it does not distinguish betweenchange processes and
their consequencesfor mortality. Instead, Singhet al developeda rigidity-ofaging thesis, based in the literature, whichspecified that rates of changein
organizational features decline as organizations age. Whetherthis rigidity of
aging poses a liability for organizations is a separate question and is probably
best addressed separately. But in addition to this rigidity-of-aging view, they
also developed a competing theoretical view, the fluidity-of-aging thesis,
which specified that rates of change in organizational features increase as
organizations age. Whereasthe rigidity-of-aging view is generally consistent
with ecological views of structural inertia (Hannan & Freeman 1984) and
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related to the liability of aging (Aldrich &Auster 1986), the fluidity of aging
is based on a view of boundedly rational organizational decisionmakers
attempting to adapt to constantly changing, uncertain environments. They
tested these competingtheoretical modelsof howrates of change in organizational features vary with organizational age, using data from a population of
voluntary social service organizations. Initial results seemedto indicate that
for all organizational features studied, rates of change monotonically increased with age, after controlling for organizational formand size of boardof
directors at founding, and institutional environmentalconditions and population density over time. This suggestedstrong support for the fluidity-of-aging
thesis. However, when the time since the last change was also modeled
explicitly--because the longer this period, the greater the probability of a
change occurring--the results changed substantially. These results seemed
more consistent with the position that for changes in core features (e.g.
sponsor), rates of change declined with age, and for changes in peripheral
features (e.g. structure, chief executive), rates of changeincreased with age.
Thus, the rigidity-of-aging thesis appearedto hold true for core features, but
the fluidity-of-aging thesis seemedmost descriptive of peripheral features of
organization.
In other relevant studies, the evidence has been mixed. In an analysis of
strategic domainchanges in a cohort of daycare centers, Baum(1989b) did
not find supportfor the rigidity-of-aging thesis. Instead, the rates of strategic
change first reached a maximum
during an adolescent phase, then declined,
reached a peak during an obsolescent phase, and declined again. Ginsberg &
Buchholtz (1989) studied conversion from nonprofit to for-profit status
health maintenance organizations (HMOs)following a radical environmental
shift. Their results showed that older HMOs
took longer to convert than
youngerones, whichwas consistent with the rigidity-of-aging thesis. Kelly &
Amburgey
(1989) found that in the USairline industry, rates of changein core
features, such as business level changes to specialism or generalism, and
corporate level changesto generalism, all declined with age. This lent support
to the thesis of Singh, Tucker &Meinhard’s(1988) concerningthe rigidity
aging. In a study of changes in strategy by semiconductorcompaniesBoeker
(1987) found that the difference betweeninitial strategy and current strategy
increased significantly with age, which was generally consistent with the
fluidity-of-aging thesis. AndAmburgey
& Kelly (1985), in a study of transformations in a population of USbusiness periodicals, found that rates of
change in features studied all declined with age.
Wethink this question is rather underinvestigated, given its importance.
There is somecontradictory evidence, but someevidence also suggests that
the distinction between core and peripheral features (Hannan & Freeman
1984, Scott 1987b)is useful to the study of rates of changein organizations.
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Thus, rates of change in core features maydecrease with age, and rates of
changein peripheral features mayincrease with age. It is important, first of
all, to see if these findings generalize to other populations. Abroader theoretical issue is to specify moreclearly the role that inertia plays in organizational
change and, following Hannan&Freeman(1984), to explicate how inertial
forces apply respectively to core and peripheral features of organization.
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CONVERGENCE OF ECOLOGICAL AND
INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH
Duringrecent years, organizational ecology and the institutional approachto
organization (DiMaggio & Powell 1983, Meyer & Rowan 1977, Meyer
Scott 1983, Scott 1987a, Zucker 1987) have been two of the more actively
researched areas. Whereasthey were initially seen as separate theoretical
views, a significant recent trend suggests convergenceof these ideas, which
maybe viewedas an exciting research developmentin organization theory. In
this section, we review aspects of this convergence.
In relating ecological and institutional theories of organization, two questions can be raised. One, how do changes in the institutional environment
influence ecological dynamics. Two,how do ecological dynamics culminate
in institutional change. Wethink there has been a greater convergence of
ecological and institutional ideas around the first question (but see Hannan
1988bfor a discussion of howecological dynamicsmore generally influence
social change). Twoimportant ways in which this convergence has occurred
are in the effects of institutional variables on vital rates in organizational
populations, and the iole of legitimacy in population dynamics.
Effects of Institutional
Variables on Vital Rates
The general approach adopted is examining the effects of exogenous institutional variables on founding, disbanding, and change rates in organizations (see, for example, Singh, Tucker and Meinhard,forthcoming).2 Carroll
&Huo (1986) distinguished between the effects of task and institutional
environmental variables on foundings and failures in a local newspaper
industry. They found that task environmentalvariables related to customers,
competitors, suppliers, and regulatory groups influenced newspaperperformance(as measuredby circulation) more than foundings and failures. On the
other hand, institutional variables, especially political turmoil, influenced
foundings and failures significantly, but not newspaperperformance.
Tuckeret al (1988) asked whether changes in the institutional environment
significantly altered the ecological dynamicsof founding and mortality in a
2Hannan& Freeman(1989; Chapter 3) also devote considerable attention to the interaction
competitive and institutional processes in creating and eroding boundaries betweenorganizational
populations.
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population of voluntary social service organizations. Singh, Tucker &
Meinhard(forthcoming), in a study of broader scope, dealt moreelaborately
with issues of multicollinearity and autocorrelation in the earlier study and
also examinedthe effects of institutional changeson rates of organizational
change. The results showedstrong evidence for the independent influence of
ecological dynamics(curvilinear effects of prior foundingsand failures) and
institutional changes (favorable and unfavorableprogramsand policies of the
state) on current foundings and mortality. Andresults also showedstrongly
that both favorable and unfavorableinstitutional changessignificantly raised
rates of change in organizational features. This idea, while central to institutional theory (Meyer&Rowan1977) had, to the best of our knowledge,
not been studied empirically earlier.
Tucker, Singh, &Meinhard(1990) further studied whether the interactive
effects of institutional changesand ecological dynamicson voluntary organization foundings described above also held for subpopulations of specialists
and generalists. Consistent with expectations, the results showedthat the
foundingpatterns of specialist and generalist organizations weresignificantly
different. For specialist foundings, the curvilinear effects of lagged foundings, disbandings, and density, and the effects of institutional changes were
all significant, but they were insignificant for generalist foundings. Further,
although institutional changes altered the density dynamicsof specialist
foundings, there was no effect on generalist foundings. Thus, the interactive
effects of ecological and institutional variables mayvary by organizational
form.
In a different vein, Barnett & Carroll (1989) have examinedcompetitive
patterns amongdifferent organizational forms in the early Americantelephoneindustry (1902-1942), and different institutional environmentscreated
by legal constraints and howthese shaped the competitive patterns. The
results showed that, consistent with their expectations, there were more
telephonecompaniesin states that had greater internal local political differentiation, an indicator of institutional (political) constraint. Withregard
regulatory changes, the evidence was that state-level interconnection laws
intensified the symbiotic relationship between large and small telephone
companies. The other regulatory change, the Kingsbury Commitment,fundamentally changed the relationship between large and small companiesfrom
a symbiotic to a competitiveone. Thus, particularistic constraints intended to
reduce competition from a dominant organization led to an unintended increase in competition amongother organizations.
Legitimacy
and Population
Dynamics
In addition to howinstitutional variables, particularly those related to the role
of the state, influence founding, disbanding, and change in organizations,
another significant convergence betweenecological and institutional ideas
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concerns legitimacy and the role it plays in population change. Because we
have already reviewed abovesomeof the relevant literature, we deal with it
briefly here.
Legitimacy features in population dynamics through how external institutional support reduces selection pressures on organizations. This idea is,
of course, central to institutional theory (Meyer & Rowan1977, Meyer
Scott 1983) because the isomorphismof an organization with the institutional
environmentenhances legitimacy and so provides greater access to resources,
whichreduces mortality rates. In organizational ecology one of the important
reasons youngorganizations have a liability of newnessis that they lack
external legitimacy and institutional
support (Hannan&Freeman 1984).
Acquisition of external legitimacy and institutional support significantly reducedthe death rate in a population of voluntary organizations (Singh, Tucker
& House 1986).
The other argument which puts legitimacy at the core of organizational
ecology is the density dependenceof founding and mortality rates, reviewed
in great~er detail above (Hannan 1986, Hannan&Freeman1987, 1988b).
the early range of density, it is argued that the growth in numbers of
organizations legitimates the organizational form itself, decreasing the
mortality rate and increasing the foundingrate. Althoughsomestudies do not
demonstratethe common
pattern of results, these ideas are strongly supported
by data from multiple, diverse organizational populations.
SOME CRITICISMS

OF ORGANIZATIONAL

ECOLOGY

Organizational ecology has attracted its share of critical attention (see, for
example, Astley 1985, Perrow 1985, Young1988), and some of the criticisms are currently being actively debated (Freeman& Hannan1989, Brittain
&Wholey1989, Young1989). The main criticisms relate to the supposedly
deterministic nature of ecological ideas, the lack of attention to adaptation and
change, the nature of the key constructs and the units of study, the nature of
the organizational populations studied, and the divergence betweentheoretical constructs and their measures, particularly in the density-dependence
arguments.
Strategy researchers in particular (see Bourgeois 1984) have been vocal
about the seemingdeterminismof organizational ecology. Wethink there are
enoughvariations on this themeto warrant separating out the mainarguments.
Three stand out, their interpretations depending on what is meant by determinism. The most commonlyshared belief is that ecological thinking is
deterministic, as opposed to voluntaristic, and that managerial agency and
free will are denied in this approach (Astley &Van de Ven 1983). Another
related interpretation of the criticism is that ecological ideas are monocausal
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and make the case for a new form of environmental determinism. A third
interpretation is that the arguments are deterministic in that they are
nonprobabilistic and, given low levels of fitness to environmentalconditions,
suggest the inevitability of organizations being selected out.
Organizational ecology is not deterministic in any of these senses. Hannan
&Freemanacknowledgedthat leaders of organizations formulate strategies
and help organizations adapt (1977, p. 930). In fact, they consider the
environment as consisting mainly of other organizations, so environmental
effects reflect, in part, the effects of actions of other organizations. However,
their main interest lay in a selectionist approach which emphasized the
populationlevel of analysis instead of the adaptation of single organizations.
There is little disagreementbetweenapproachesto strategic changein organizations initiated by managerialactions and selection ideas--they are simply
at different levels of analysis (Burgelman& Singh 1989). Even though some
empirical studies are focused more narrowly, most ecological research takes
the view that selection in organizational populations is multicausal, not
monocausal.For example, selection pressures, and, hence, mortality rates,
are highest for youngorganizations. But, in addition to the effects of age, the
economicand political conditions at founding (Carroll &Delacroix 1982), the
acquisition of external legitimacy (Singh, Tucker&House,1986), and initial
organizational size also influence mortality rates (Freemanet al 1983). Ecological ideas are, moreover,probabilistic as opposedto deterministic. Since
the instantaneous transition rates (of founding, disbanding, or change) are the
object of study, even an organization with relatively low fit with environmental conditions has someprobability, thoughadmittedly small, of surviving for
a long time. If anything, pre-ecological organizational research has tended to
take the deterministic view of organizational evolution (for example, the
contingency theory of the 1960s and 1970s), and ecological research has
attended more to its probabilistic and dynamic nature. The criticism of
ecological ideas as deterministic is simply wrong.
A second related criticism is that ecological thinking is not sufficiently
attentive to organizational change and adaptation (Astley &Vande Ven 1983,
Fombrum1988, Perrow 1986, Young1988). There is validity to this criticism, although the current provisos need refining. Their genesis dates back to
Hannan&Freeman (1977). Hannan&Freeman (1977) noted that a
treatment of organization-environment relations covers both adaptation and
selection, and that they are complementary
processes (p. 930). They chose
focus on selection, arguing that selection rather than adaptation wouldexplain
change in organizational populations. But, as long since noted, change in
organization per se is quite another matter.
Indeed, on this question of organizational change, someother early theorizing focused directly on organizational transformations (Aldrich &Pfeffer
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1976, Aldrich 1979, Aldrich & Auster 1986, McKelvey& Aldrich 1983). In
a revision and extension of their earlier arguments, Hannan& Freeman(1984)
tried to deal substantively with organizational change. They acknowledged
that organizations do makechanges, sometimeseven radical changes, but that
inert organizations werefavored by selection processes. In their core features,
organizations becomeprogressively more inert as a consequenceof selection
processes.
Clearly, however, some prominent views in organizational ecology maintain that the primary mannerin which populations of organizations change
over time is through differential foundingsand disbandings of organizational
forms (Carroll 1987, 1988:2, Hannan&Freeman 1989). This view follows
from the assumptionthat inertial pressures severely constrain the extent to
whichorganizations can change forms. Interest in populations as the unit of
analysis neednot necessarily preclude attention to organizational change.It is
at the populationlevel that the selectionist tenet is empiricallytestable. Recent
empirical evidence indicates that organizational changes are systematically
related to organizational mortality (e.g. Carroll 1984b, Singh, House
Tucker, 1986). Consequently, improved treatments of organizational populations will have to address foundings, disbandings, and change in organizational forms. Thus, for example, researchers have been engaged in some
empirical studies examining rates of change in organizations (Kelly
Amburgey1989, Singh et al 1988).
Anothercritical argumentrelates to the nature of the units being studied and
somekey constructs of the theory. For instance, Young(1988) has argued that
concepts such as organizational birth and death are problematic. Onlya facile
argumentwouldclaim that these problemsare specifically related to organizational ecology. Wethink it less useful to search for definitions of birth and
death that are workable in all contexts, since none mayexist. Moreto the
point is examiningwhether births and deaths have been defined and measured
reasonablyin specific settings. For example,one wayto define these events is
to tie themto the notion of an organization as a legal entity--a substantively
meaningfulstep, because legal entity status meansan organization is legally
liable and can incur legal obligations. Weare inclined to dismiss Young’s
global claim that the lack of concepts generalizable to all contexts is a fatal
flaw in ecological thinking.
A fourth criticism heard frequently is that organizational ecologists study
only trivial organizations, not the giant corporations that have tremendous
economic impact (Astley & Van de Van 1983:254; Perrow 1986:211). The
larger and more powerful organizations are able to exert more influence on
their environmentsand, the critique goes, are not subject to selection pressures in the same waythat small, numerousorganizations are (Scott 1987b).
Althoughsome ecological studies have focused on small organizations (e.g.
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Freeman &Hannan1983), several have addressed a much broader range of
size. Thus, both large and small organizations have been included in the
populations studied (for example, Hannan&Freeman 1988, Carroll 1987,
Freeman et al 1983). Moreover, large organizations are not immuneto
selection pressures, although the time spans needed to study them maybe
longer. Even the Fortune 500 is a very mobile group. In the last five years
well over 100 departures have occurred from this prestigious group, mainly
through acquisitions, mergers, leveraged buyouts or declines in size (Fortune
1989). However,in the mix of adaptation and selection processes that influence organizationalevolution, the relative role of selection is probablyless
profound for these large organizations.
The final criticism we address here relates specifically to the density
dependenceof founding and mortality rates of organizations (Hannan1986,
Hannan&Freeman 1987, 1988b, Carroll &Hannan1989a). An early objection to density-dependenceideas was that the simple count of the numberof
organizations contained in the density measureassumesan equal competitive
impact of each organization. Althoughthis maybe useful in a bioecological
context, since the assumptionis roughly true there, in organizational populations it seemslikely that larger organizations havea stronger competitive
impact. This is an important criticism and has been addressed by Barnett &
Amburgey
(1990) in a recerlt study of the density dependenceof founding and
mortality rates in the early telephone industry. Population massdependenceof
founding and mortality rate, in which each organization is weighted by its
size, was explored as an alternative to density dependence. Whenmass and
density dependence were modeled simultaneously,
the predicted
nonmonotonicdensity dependencepatterns were not obtained. This alternative approach holds promise and provides one of the most plausible alternatives, one that mayestablish the density dependencefindings more firmly.
In a recent interchange (Carroll &Hannan1989a, b, Zucker 1989), Zucker
has argued that density dependenceideas are problematic because the underlying processes of legitimation and competition are, in fact, not studied
directly even thoughthey are central to the theory. Instead, modelsof density
dependenceare tested. This is problematicbecause the link betweenlegitimacy and density has not been demonstrated.In their reply to Zucker, Carroll &
Hannan(1989b) argue that their indirect use of legitimacy is quite consistent
with howinstitutional theorists themselveshave treated it, and that they do
not think it is necessary to observelegitimation directly.
The most critical aspect of Zucker’s point is that the gradual rise of
legitimacy in relation to density in the early range of density maynot be
appropriate, and that reduced legitimacy, rather than increased competition,
mayaccountfor increasing mortality in the late range of density (e.g. the fur
industry in the Netherlands). Zucker’s argument mayinappropriately be
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interpreted as disproving Carroll &Hannan.But we think the more crucial
issue concernsaltemative interpretations of their empirical findings. Thus, in
the semiconductorindustry, it maybe argued that the early range of density
reflects more the leamingand copying of technological skills and is probably
indistinguishable from legitimacy. A fruitful way in which to pursue this
debate is to devise alternative interpretations of the current findings, and test
the competing hypotheses with new data. A key question that deserves
investigation is whetherlegitimacy rises monotonicallyin the early years of
an organizational form.
A currently unresolved aspect of density-dependenceideas concerns studies
which give the predicted results for organizational foundings but showdiscrepant findings for mortality (Barnett 1989, Carroll et al 1989, Tuckeret al
1988, Delacroix &$olt 1988, Delacroix et al 1989). As discussed above, the
discrepant mortality findings mayresult because data on the early history of
the population are not available. If that is so, the question is, howare the
supportive results for foundingsto be interpreted, since they too are basedon
data from these incomplete observation windows.A reconciliation of these
3findings is currently an open question in need of further explanation.
FUTURE

DIRECTIONS

Asan intellectual enterprise, organizational ecologyhas beenfruitful in recent
years. Yet some important unansweredquestions remain, a few of which we
address below (see also Hannah & Freeman 1989:336-41 for a related
discussion).
Communityecology, the study of the evolution of patterns of community
structure, promisesto be an important domainin the future. Anorganizational
community
is a collective of interacting organizational populations. Hitherto,
communityecology has been insufficiently researched by ecologists, as a
consequence of which critical questions dealing with the emergence and
disappearance of organizational forms have not been addressed (Astley 1985,
Carroll 1984a). Recently, though, there is a trend toward more work on
communitylevel problems. Barnett & Carroll (1987) studied mutualism and
competition betweenorganizations in the early telephone industry and showed
that mutualismexisted between individual organizations, while communities
of organizations showedindirect evidence of competition. This supported the
view that environment can be studied by examining the interdependencies
between organizations. Beard & Dess (1988) proposed two ways of operationalizing and applying the communityecology concept, using inputoutput analysis. Onewayis to define the niche of each organizational species
in terms of other species and directly interacting environmentalelements. The
3This argument is based on a personal discussion

with Paul DiMaggio who pointed this out.
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other is to modelthe resource dependenceof an organizational species using a
Leontief input-output model. Staber (1989c) studied interdependencies between populations of worker, marketing, and consumercooperatives in Atlantic Canada. Whereas results showed mutualism between and within the
worker a~ad marketing cooperative populations, consumer cooperatives
showedcompetition within the population but commensalistic relations with
worker and marketing cooperatives. McPherson(1990) has developed
ecological model of communityorganization based on how organizations
compete for members. This model emphasizes the crucial role of social
networksin processes of recruitment and generates hypothesesabout stability
and change in niches, and growth, decline, origin, and death of voluntary
groups.
The question of organizational speciation, the creation of basically new
forms of organization, is also fundamentaland open, although somework has
been done on niche formation in the wine industry (Delacroix &Solt 1988)
and on the emergence of new industries (Van de Ven & (3arud 1987).
think that entrepreneurship plays a key role in creating new organizational
forms, each of whichspawnsa population of similar forms as imitators rush in
to copy the innovation. These new populations become members of the
communityof organizational populations. Certain consequences of their
appearanceare therefore ecological in nature, but the mechanismof speciation and its communitydynamics goes well beyond the usual boundaries of
ecological analysis. Recently, we have shown(Lumsden& Singh, 1990) that
one may begin to model such speciation steps in a manner that relates
entrepreneurial thinking to the large-scale structure of the organizational
community.The results of such modelsbegin to quantify the rates and time
courses of organizational speciation without drawingheavily on analogies to
biological speciation. Althoughthe initial results are promising,critical discussion of the species concept in organizational theory has just begun.
Speciation is a particularly dramaticinstance of microevents (entrepreneurship) altering macroscopicstructure (the appearanceof a new organizational
form, with subsequent alterations in communitydynamics, and the evolution
of other populations). It is not, however,an isolated instance: Heretofore,
organizational ecology has been concerned mainly with populations (and how
their vital rates create demographicchange) and, to a lesser extent, the
community;the internal workingsof individual organizations are of secondary significance. Organizationtheorists point out that it is necessaryto focus
on intraorganizational evolution, and relate these patterns of behavior and
decision to organizational demography(Burgelman& Singh 1988). Although
the critical issue of organizational adaptation and change has been a hotly
debated rationale for incorporating micro analyses into organizational ecology
(Astley & Van de Ven 1983, Perrow 1986, Young1988), the recent evidence
that intraorganizational changealters mortality per se (Carroll 1984b,Singhet
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al 1986) suggests that it maynot be appropriate to ignore internal organizational change in ecological models.
Organizations, of course, are not simply hierarchical systems in which
individual acts of choice and behavior determine population dynamics. People
constitute, and are acted upon by, organizations and interactions among
organizations. Their understanding of, beliefs about, and attitudes toward
organizations help shape the decisions from which the organizations themselves take form. Systems of this type, in which underlying constituents
comprise and react to the overall organization, are termed heterarchies
(Hofstadter 1979). Theyare hierarchical forms with feedback. Anoutstanding
problemis to incorporate heterarchical thinking into organizational ecology,
allowing inferences about individual behavior to be deductively related to the
demographic measures of population change (and vice versa). Similar interests in evolutionary biology have led recently to the introduction of modeling methods to do just this--i.e,
expose the reciprocal contact between
individual and communityto quantitative analysis (Lumsden& Wilson 1981,
Findlay & Lumsden1988). This approach, called gene-culture theory, provides tools and a pertinent metaphorthrough which organizational ecology
can begin to synthesize individual and demographicthinking into one system.
In biological heterarchies (gene-culture populations) of any complexity,
there is no fixed environment. Other populations, communities, or assemblages of propagating genes change in response to changes in the population
we are observing. Under the organizing influence of natural selection, an
adaptive response in one population mayresult in adaptive counter-responses
in others. This is coadaptation, a consequenceof the evolutionary relationship
betweenthe populations linked together in biotic ecosystems. In the place of
immutable, exogenousconditions, an evolving population experiences a complex array of other populations that react to it (Roughgarden1979, Grene
1983).
In some ways, we think, communities of organizational populations are
similar. Particularly in the case of powerfulorganizations (Perrow1986) that
are agents for change and are central within their societies, the appropriate
ecological metaphoris coevolution, in which the demography(and evolution)
of multiple populations is considered simultaneously through coupled, generally nonlinear, demographicequations. Intriguingly, the biological literature
on coevolution and coadaptation has been growing rapidly over the past
decade and now provides a rich selection of models (Roughgarden 1979,
Feldman1989). In the spirit of earlier developmentsin organizational ecology, we think it wouldbe useful to examinehowsuch models can improve our
understanding of organizational evolution.
A final direction that holds considerable promiseis morecritical examination of the nature of organizational evolution. For biological organisms,
evolution is fundamentallygenealogical and based ultimately on the propaga-
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tion of genes, and for a few species, social learning along lines of descent.
Organizations do not replicate in this manner. Organizational evolution begins with the appearance of a new form, the product of entrepreneurial
thought, and ends with the extinction of the last membersof the population
that imitation creates around the founding member.It makes sense to speak of
organizational founding and failure, together with selection, adaptation,
learning, populations, and communities. It is less sensible to seek analogues
of genes and genealogies when in fact there may be none close to what exists
in the biological world.
The latter is a problem only if one expects organizational
ecology to
resemble, in its generalizations
as an evolutionary science, evolutionary
biology itself. But the alternative is more interesting and, in view of what we
have said thus far, more plausible. Although the evolution of organizational
populations parallels that of biotic entities in some ways, in others it is
strikingly different.
There is speciation without genealogy, and a preponderance of Lamarckian (social learning) rather than Mendelian inheritance
(Nelson & Winter 1982, Winter 1990). Evolution, however, is a meaningful,
even essential, concept through which change in populations of organizations
is to be understood. The details of these new steps in the future development
of organizational ecology provide organization theorists with fundamental
challenges.
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